ILT AGENDA
May 12th, 2021
Attendance: Patricia Morgan, Ferd Schneider, Jessica Smitson, Heather Lloyd, Ploy Keener, Michael Sherman, Sara
Mcguire-Jay, Olivia Ballard, John Chambers, Joseph Stewart, Denise Pfeiffer, Samantha Bramlage
Kasey Shao, Laura Brogden, Tara Ligon, Erin Kenney-Levin, Elizabeth Duncan-Scruggs, Michelle Martinez, Peter Riddle,
Daniel Coleman, Laurie Cotton, Ellen Wathen, Brian Sweeney, Julie Vernon, Ashley Morgan, Joe Gerth

Meeting began at 3:00 PM
Review & accept the minutes from April, Schedule ILT Meeting and Emergency ILT Meeting
Sweeney motioned to approve. Pfeiffer seconded. Motion approved.
Special Order of Business
-None
Old Business

Originator

2021/2022 Online Schedule Vote
Kenney
Kenney: Planning on a roll call vote. Will go down the list. We need a majority of ILT to accept a schedule. If we
don’t get a majority, we will take our top two and vote on those. Discussion?
Wasem: We only have a first choice
Lloyd: I thought the blocks were only if we had to return with restrictions
Kenney: I don’t think that’s true. If the district says no to our first choice, we’ll have to revert to our second and
then third.
McGuire-Jay: We talked about how the hybrid schedule was so unequal between bells. How would that work
(teaching and planning time)? With the revised 5 bell block, it still has the word advisory in it- could be
interpreted as meaning that we would do advisory. Also, what is a homeroom? That was not explained.
Pfeiffer: We talked about the hybrid and the inequity of time. With the block, it would be difficult to schedule the
double bell science. Can we go back to an 8:00 start vs 8:10? Why can’t we go back to that? It feels like the later
we start, the later we will arrive. We like 7 plus because of continuity.
Schneider: I’d like us to vote on this properly and end discussion. Call to vote.
P. Morgan: Second
Chambers: We might want to provide us some wiggle room.
Stewart: With 7 plus lunch, that means there are 4 bells we can’t use the cafeteria for study hall. We may have
to use classrooms again
Chambers: Best case scenario, we’ll come in with business as usual
Lloyd: With the 4 bells of lunch, does that make it so we don’t have lunch in the gym?
A Morgan: From what we’ve been told, we have a plan to not have lunch in the gym.
Stewart: We can only get 150 kids in the cafeteria
Gerth: There was mention that if we went with the 7 bell schedule, we wouldn’t need a ⅔ majority. The other two
do deviate from the contract. It would be best practice to get the ⅔ majority regardless; it’s a procedural issue
we could take care of easily.
Wathen: Is it possible to have 4 lunches?
A Morgan: Yes. And lunch would interfere with less bells
Wathen: Which is the least interfering schedule? Margo was worried about the modified and full block ending on
different bells. Some teachers have to have the last bell their planning bell.
Chambers: We shouldn’t be deciding on a bell schedule based on individual needs. We are all being paid for a 7
hour workday. The expectation is 8-3.
Sweeney: The shots will be ready for kids 12-15; I don’t think there’s any reason to think we aren’t coming back.
Kids shouldn’t even have the option to be remote. We should be constructive, but not plan around all of these
options. If they want to be remote, they should go to CDA.
Schneider: Call to question. Sherman seconds.
Roll call vote conducted.
7 bell plus lunch earned majority vote (16). Second was hybrid (10). Block received one.
Read roll call vote. 1 was the first choice, 2 the second choice, 3 the third choice.

Chambers: Because this is 7 bells, this does not need to go to a faculty vote. Is that correct?
Gerth: The bells are 50 minutes long in the CBA. Our bells are slightly shorter. If someone were a stickler,
people could grieve that. My suggestion is a faculty vote.
Kenney: Let’s get the admin team and the BR’s together. This is a CBA, not an ILT, issue.

New Business

Originator

Code of Conduct Change in Handbook
Morgan
Morgan: We have a discipline rubric that is not the same as the district code of conduct. To my knowledge, the
rubric was created by the discipline committee. We need to move forward with what the district is using.
Kenney: We’ll be removing the old code of conduct and replacing it with PBIS.
Kenney: Any more discussion on the handbook?
Unplanned Side Convo:
Kenney: What is our plan next year for concurrent learning? It is very overwhelming.
Chambers: We were asked to go review concurrent learning platforms. There were some cool options. The one
they’re actually considering would cost $14K per classroom. Each subject area would have a remote teacher.
They were thinking about in terms of elementary school. They’re considering offering remote, but I think it would
be cost prohibitive here. The results of the surveys were not favorable.
Thelen: The word last week was that they were going to put the concurrent model to rest, but that was last week
and things change quickly.
Chambers: We’re also getting a new leader so we really don’t know what will happen.

McGuire-Jay: Getting a better camera or screen doesn’t solve the problem
Chambers: We may have an opportunity to offer a course in cyber security. If something becomes a plan, it will
not take away from our current staffing, it would be in addition. If something is more solidified, I will reach out to
the committee.
Hart-Tompkins:Treasurer question about books
Chambers: I did ask for money for supplemental textbooks.
Sweeney: I don’t like the idea of the district just being able to drop a class on us. We have a process for that.
P Morgan: It’s more like an internship type program
Kenney motioned to adjourn. Seconded by Pfeiffer. Meeting adjourned at 3:47 PM.
Read the chat HERE:

